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THE DIRECT MICROSCOPIC SOMATIC CELL COUNT AS A
SCREENING TEST FOR CONTROL OF ABNORMAL MILK
w. D. SCHULTZE J. w. SMITH", D. E. JASPER
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ABSTRACT

The Direct Microscopic Somatic Cell Count in milk
(DMSCC) (2) was designed to be an accurate confirmatory counting method with good and definable
precision. It was to be easily repeatable in exact
procedural detail among technicians and laboratories.
Specifically, we were acting in response to a need
expressed by the National Conference on Interstate
Milk Shipments for improved methodology to implement their program for control of abnormal milk.
The DMSCC as originally described required the
counting of cells in two strips of each of two replicate
milk films, and so provided a means of achieving the
high precision required of a confirmatory count. This
paper reports a way to extend use of the DMSCC.
A procedure is described through which a milk sample
may be categorized as accepted, rejected, or dubious
on the basis of a single strip cell count. Only those
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In the control of abnormal milk we are interested
primarily in determining whether or not the concentration of cells in a milk supply exceeds an established
legal limit. The precision of the estimated cell count
on milk samples much greater or less than this concentration is of only minor interest. For a given microscope and reticle there is a Strip Factor which can
be used to convert the number of cells observed in
one strip or the average of several strips to a cell
concentration per milliliter. Thus, for any given optical combination the number of cells observed is
indicative of the cell concentration in the milk. One
such number of cells, the Strip Equivalent ( SE) is indicative of the legal limit established for cell concentration. There is a smaller number of cells which indicates with a high degree of assurance that the cell
concentration of the sample is below the legal limit.
This number, which we have designated CL is the
lowest single strip count for which confirmation is required. There is also a number of cells larger than SE
which indicates with a high degree of assurance that
the cell concentration of the sample is greater than
the legal limit. This number, designated CH, is the
highest single strip count for which confirmation is
required. The interval CL tc CH is not great, and it
is only within this range that s;:- ~le strip counts must
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The Direct Microscopic Somatic Cell Count can be used
advantageously in control of abnormal milk to perform simultaneously screening and confirmation of milk samples. Confidence limits computed according to the individual microscope
Strip Factor are used to interpret the count made on a single
strip of one of the two milk films. The sample is assigned
on the basis of the interpreted count to one of three categories: (a) less than the legal cell concentration maximum ( P
<0.05); (b) in the region of the cell concentration maximum
and thus subject to confirmation; or (c) greater than the legai
cell concentration maximum (P <0.05). For samples in
categories (a) or (c) no further counting is required to accept
or reject the milk. For samples in category (b), the fourstrip confirmatory count may be completed immediately.

samples in the dubious category require additional
counting.
According to statistical theory, a single observation (a single strip count, for example) is an estimate
of the mean of such observations which may be made
on the specified population. The population of concern here consists of stained milk films made from a
single sample of milk. The individual observations
will vary and provide estimates which are higher or
lower than the true mean with equal frequency. If
we can obtain a reasonable estimate of the variation
among individual observations it is possible to determine the degree of precision achieved by using a
single observation or the average of multiple observations as an estimate of the population mean. The
precision of an estimate is best described or compared by considering the width of the confidence
limits for a selected degree of probability.
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milk sample is graded acceptable by the counting
procedure. If the count is greater than ca: the
1S
:::: Legal maximum cell concentration + Strip Factor
E
sample is graded unacceptable by the counting procedure. Only if the single strip count falls within the
be confirmed by counting the additional three strips
range CT, through CR does the milk sample require
as originally specified for the DMSCC. The limiting
the confirmatory count. Since the slide is already
confirmatory numbers c,, and CH have been so com·
in position on the microscope stage, it is a relatively
puted that a milk sample for which the single strip simple matter to count the additional three strips recount falls just at either number has a probability of quired for the confirmatory count,
less than 5% of being falsely accepted or rejected, reWhen the DMSCC is applied in the manner despectively. Because the interval for mandatory conscribed to the monitoring of milk samples under the
firmation ( CL through CH) is determined by the Strip
abnormal milk control program, both screening and
Factor, it is characteristic of the individual microscope
confirmation of somatic cell concentrations are acand reticle combination. Table 1 lists the approcomplished simultaneously and rapidly. Very few
priate values of C L and C Hfor a range of Strip Equivsamples will require the counting of more than one
alents.
strip across a milk film. All estimations of cell conThe control values have been developed as follows:
centration are based upon a theoretical one-tailed 95%
We have previously designated the cell count per
r•()nfidence limit.
single strip which is equivalent to the legal limiting
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